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DARTMOOR.
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kistvaen, the cover-stone of which ureasures four feet.by
four feet, and still rests on one of the sides. A circle of
about twenty feet diameter of large stones sunounds it, and
near by, to the north, stand two more circles, in one of
which are what may be the remains of another kistvaen."
On the same Down the existence of a number of small

cairns, possibly sepulchral, is recorded.
" On the height of Wigford Down, which overlooks Cadover, are a group of remains. These consist of a kistvaen,
the cover.stone of which has been removed, and now lies
to one sicle, while the tomb itself has collapsed I around the
l<ist is a circle twenty-four feet in diameter, the stones composing which are excepiionally large, the dimensions of one
being nine feet by four feet by three feet." Near Cadoyer
Bridge and its cross two tumuli of small size are noted.
The cavity in the rocks on bhe summit of Hawks Tor,
referred to in the Peram,b'wlatiorL as a, cromlech, is claimed as

artificial.
Ernmetts Post " stands on a fair-sized. tumulus, which at
least, looks ancient,"

On Legis Tor " there is a hitherto unrecorded kistvaen,
the covet-stone of which measures five feet by four feet one
inch. The sides have lhllen in."
" About 400 feet to the west of the Shavercombe Brook,
and 900 feet above the waterfall, are the remains of a kisbvaen, of which the cover-stone has been throrvn on one
side, while the kist itself has fallen in. A circle of stones
surrounds the whole."
On Drizzlecombe " stands a group of remains hitherto, so
far as I can discover, undescribed. They consist of three
Iong rows of stones, eash ternrinated at one extremity by a
fallen m6nhir, and at the other by a barrow. Associated
with these are two large tumuli, and a large enclosure surrounding two hut-circles. At a short distance to the north
there is a very fine kistvaen, from which the cover-stone
has been removed, and there are remains apparenbly of a
stone row }eading from this to a small circle of stones,
standing and fallen, and probably surrounding another as yet

unopened kist." The first row of stones from the west
begins with a fallen m6nhir, and is 488 feet in length"terminated by a small barrow of about eighteen feet diameter,
which apparently covers a kistvaen. A stone, probably the
cover of this kistvaen, Iies a few feet away fium the barrow
to the south. . . . 119 feet to the south-east of this barrow
is the large cairn known as the Giant's Basin, probably on
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accqunt of the concavity of its upper surface. This cairn
is thirty-four I'eet irr diameter at the top, and eighty"four at
the base, Between it and the barrow is a group of stones
consisting of a large flat slab lield in an iuclined posibion by
resting on smaller blocks." There is another m6nhir 132
feet north-west of the cairn., the commencement of a row of
stones 491 1'eet long, which "terminates at the east in a barrow
or tumulus twenty-nine feet wide at base, and suuounded
by a stone circle of which nine members can still be traced.
These, as are those around the other two barrows, are flat
slabs inclined away from the mound, and supported in that
direction by smaller stones. About equidistant on either
side of this last barrow are two others of similar size, the
northern of which has no stonerow a"ttached, butis surrounded
by a circle of which thirteen members can still be traced.
'Ihe southern barrow, which is sixty-eight feet from the
central, is surrounded by a circle of which trvelve stones
siill remain, and in addition to this a row, now incomplete,
extends towards the barrow by Giant's Basin, and terrninates,

aiter continuing over 276 feet, in a fallen m6nhir. . . . Further
east, and in the alignment of this last rorv, is an
enclosure containing two hut-circles, and last of all a large
cairn fifty"nine feet in diameter. To the north of all is-a
kistvaen standing on an artificial mound thirty-five feet in
diameter at base, The cover-stone, which measnres six
feet by forrr feet thtee inches, has been raised, and now rests

to the

inclined against one of the edges of the kist, which itself
rreasures lbur feet long by two I'eet three inches wiile, and
three feet, six inches deep. An exceedingly fragmentary
row extends from this 250 feet to the eastward, where it
terminates in a stone cirole of twenty feet diameter."
The twtr tumuli on Eylesbarrow are notecl as much disturbed, and appearing to have been ohambered, ,,though this
may be due to recent interference." On the slope of Lower
Harter Tor " is a cairn which has been broken into."
" Near the head of Langcombe, on the eastern hill, is the
kistvaen known as Grimsgrove or grave. The tomb is better
built than is usual, and the cover-stone, '*,vhich has now
fallen in, was trinrrned srluare to {it iL The dimensions of
the kist are three feet three inches by two feet nine inches
by two feet deep, aud a eircle of stones fourteen feet in
diameter surrounds it. This circle corrtains nine stones, all
of which are standing. Near Calveslake Tor is a mound
eighteen feet in diameter supporting a kistvaen one foot
six inches wide by three feet seyen inches loug and one foot
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deep. The cover-stone has beeu reuroved, and
overhanging the tomb.
It is irregularly shaped, and its longest diagonal is seveu
t'eet, its shorter being six feet."
Mr. Ilansford \Morth has also supplied some additioual
notes of his observations in the Plym Yalley, whish is oue
of the richest localities on Dartmoor for pre-historic remains
of various kinds. He writes :
" fn the valley of the Wallabrook, on the eastern side, and
opposite Hentor Meadow, is a kistvaen occupying a somewhat isolated position. When the braclcen is standing it is
almost impossible for anyone not knowing its exact locality
to find. it. The sides have fallen in, and the cover-stone,
seven inches

rests

in a slanting position partly

which is intact, has been moved, and lies a few feet off.
"InDizzlecombe, bo the eastrvard of Giant's Basin, are two
stones which stancl parallel to each other, and resemble the
two longer sides of a kistvaen, bui whether they ever formed
part of such it is impossible to discover.
" fn Langcombe, about a couple of hundretl yards to the
north-east of the junction of the tributary which joins
Langcombe Brook on its northern side, some distance above
the main river, are a group of stone temains, prominent
among which are two kistvaens. Curiously enough in both
these the whole kist stands dbove ground Ievel, and the
barrows, if they were at any time enclosed by such, have
been removecl. These are the only instances of kists without supporting mounds in the PIym YaIIey. Of the more
important of these, three sides, the northern, southern, and
eastern still stand; while the western side, and the unbroken
cover-stone, Iie close by. This kist is three feet long by two
feet five inches wide by two feeb deep, and siands in a stone
sircle of twenty-one feet diameter, of which the eastern side
is still perfecb. The cover-stone measures four feet eight
inches by six feet.
" The other kistvaen has collapsed, with the cover-stone
still resting on two of the sides."

